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Hello world!  We´re Mployee. 
We connect every stakeholder in the staffing industry by delivering the go-to 
solution: agile and easy-to-use software built on the Salesforce platform. In the 
war for talent, every little bit helps. Mployee is here to give you the edge.

We open up your ability to manage contingent workforce 
at scale.  Mployee enables you to onboard and manage 
your temporary workers all in one place, and implement 
automation to drive efficiency.

Our story so far
Mployee was founded in 2009 by Roel Waals. As a former 
CEO of a staffing company, he wanted to put an end to the 
disconnected IT landscape between clients, candidates 
and consultants that had been plaguing the industry for 
years. 

Your tech partner for 
the staffing industry
We’ve been you, so we get you. To revolutionize staffing, we’ve built an end-to-end staffing 
platform that gives you 100% flexibility, so you can fully focus on staffing and secondment.

Software written just for the staffing industry
Our unique blend of specialist coders and staffing industry experts created a solution for 
your entire staffing Front Office and Middle Office. With self-service portals and great UX 
design we optimize the candidate journey, while never losing sight of that oh-so important 
personal touch. Built on the Salesforce platform, with regular updates and new features 
rolled out regularly to keep you ahead of the game.

Plug into the future of staffing software



Our solution to 
revolutionize the staffing industry

Goodbye complexity. Hello efficiency.
With Mployee, every step of the customer and candidate journey flows effortlessly into the 
next. Because we understand you don’t want to waste your time with admin, we’ve built our 
platform with flexibility and efficiency at its core. Staffing revolutionized. 

Mployee has made the process of placing the right person in the right job as easy as possible. 
It’s all about opening up your recruitment process: adding value by actually engaging with 
the candidate and providing them with clarity, every step along the way.

One staffing platform with everything you need.
We’ve eliminated complexity from the staffing process by integrating every Front Office 
and Middle Office feature you need into one simple and efficient software solution: from 
automated onboarding to rate and time management.

Mployee offers a full HR suite for 
Front Office and Middle Office, 
including these core features:

• Rate and time management
• Contract management
• Compliance
• Labor agreements
• Customer contracts
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